Siena Caulk CX300 is available in both Sanded and Non-Sanded textures and is available in all of Siena’s 36 premium grout colors. Siena Caulk CX300 is an exceptional siliconized acrylic latex caulk designed for the professional and homeowner alike, formulated for ease of use, durability and resists mold and mildew. Siena Caulk CX300 is flexible, lasting and gives a water tight seal that resists cracking on most building materials such as tile, stone, wood, glass and metal.

### Basic Uses
Siena Caulk CX300 can be used on most wet and dry applications to seal around sinks, tubs, showers, countertops, baseboards, windows and door frames. Also fills spaces between walls, thresholds, and joints between panels, glass block, stone, tiles and stucco. Siena Caulk CX300 is an exceptional adhesive for tile, glass, wood, metal, and is ideal for setting marble vanity tops to their bases. Not recommended for constant water exposure.

### Recommended Substrates
In general, tiles of the following materials can be used with Siena Caulk CX300: Stone, slate, granite, stone agglomerates, ceramic, quarry, paver, porcelain and clay. Caulking can also be used on glass, wood, metal, stucco and wall joints.

### Surface Preparation
All surfaces to receive application must be stable, structurally sound, dry, clean and free of debris, dirt, dust, efflorescence, grease, oils, curing agents and cleaning solutions that would hinder proper bond. For more complete installation procedures see the TCNA (Tile Council of North America) Handbook & ANSI A108.5.

### Features & Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleans Easily</td>
<td>Use on Sinks, Tubs &amp; Tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildew Resistant</td>
<td>Excellent Adhesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible &amp; Lasting Water Tight Seal</td>
<td>Ideal for Filling Joints up to 1/4”x1/4” Maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Storage
Store containers in a cool, dry location. Store at a temperature between 40°F (4°C) and 90°F (32°C). Do not store in direct contact with the ground or concrete. Store out of direct sunlight. Protect containers from weather and other damage. Siena Caulk CX300 should be used within one year.

### Drying & Curing
Allow freshly applied material to dry at least 24 hours before grouting or light foot traffic. Drying time may vary due to porosity of substrate and tile, climate, job conditions and should not take more than 24 hour at an ambient and surface temperature of 70°F (21°C) and 55% humidity. When used to install tile in an area that will be continually wet (pools, fountains) allow complete installation to dry a minimum of 14 days before exposure to water. Material is fully cured in 28 days.

### Material Calculator
Visit the Siena web site at SienaProducts.com and click on the “Material Calculator” tab for recommended products and to calculate the amount of materials needed for each project. Always follow all manufacturers’ recommendations and warranty information prior to any tile or stone installation.
APPLICATION
Rubber gloves and proper eye wear are recommended when working with Siena Caulk CX300.
1. Use the appropriate size caulking gun.
2. Cut plastic nozzle according to the size of the joint or area of application.
3. Apply Siena Caulk CX300 into joint with uniform and smooth consistency.
4. Wipe away any excess caulk with a damp sponge immediately after application before it fully cures.
5. Dispose of empty cartridge and saturated sponges according to state and local regulations.

COVERAGE
Approximately 25 linear feet (7.62 m) per cartridge for a 1/4" x 1/4" (6 x 6 mm) joint. Maximum joint width and depth should not exceed 1/4" (6 mm).

LIMITATIONS
Do not apply Siena Caulk CX300 when temperatures fall below 40°F (4°C). For interior use only. Relative humidity in excess of 90% would substantially delay curing time.

NOTE: Due to the nature of portland cement grouts and stuccos, exact color match to these products may vary. Matching color charts may also vary due to differences in manufacturing and texture.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Technical information is available on our web site at: SienaProducts.com, by calling Omega Products International at: 800.600.6634, or by email at: info@omega-products.com

CLEANING
Clean hands and tools with water. Clean up any misapplied sealant with a damp cloth or sponge.

WARNING
Omega Products International, as a blender of processed material in the State of California, is required by Proposition 65 to warn that one or more of the components contained in this product, could contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. The State of California (Proposition 65) requires this warning in the absence of definitive testing to prove that the defined risks do not exist. We believe this product complies with all other applicable state and federal laws and regulations governing manufacturing, distribution and intended use. User is solely responsible for the legal disposal of this container and its contents.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Disclaimer
Omega Products International (Manufacturer) MAKES NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT SOLD HEREFIN. The recommendations, suggestions, statements and technical data are based on the best knowledge available to Manufacturer and are given for informational purposes ONLY and without any responsibility for their use. It is expressly understood and agreed, as a condition of the use of this product, that the buyer’s sole and exclusive remedy for any claimed defective product against Manufacturer shall be the replacement of products actually proven to be defective. Handling and use of the products are beyond the control of Manufacturer; therefore, no warranty is made, expressed or implied, as to the results obtained from the use of the product or against any claims for infringement of patents resulting from use of the product. Under no circumstance shall Manufacturer be liable for incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or the improper application of the product. Before applying the product, the user shall determine the suitability of the product for his or her independent use, assuming all risks and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. This writing constitutes a complete and exclusive statement of the understanding between Manufacturer and Buyer.